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Abstract

The games industry is beginning to embark on an ambitious journey into the world of biometric gaming in search of more exciting and immersive gaming experiences. Whether or not biometric game technologies hold the key to unlock the “ultimate gaming experience” hinges not only on technological advancements alone but also on the game industry’s understanding of physiological responses to stimuli of different kinds, and its ability to interpret physiological data in terms of indicative meaning. With reference to horror genre games and music in particular, this article reviews some of the scientific literature relating to specific physiological responses induced by “fearful” or “unpleasant” musical stimuli, and considers some of the challenges facing the games industry in its quest for the ultimate “plugged-in” experience.

Introduction

Over recent decades the games industry has surged forward in a relentless tide of technological change. Driven by innovation, invention and growing market demand, the industry continues to explore new approaches, all in search of the ultimate gaming experience. A number of current developments indicate that the industry is keen to explore the potential of the human body itself, and associated physiological responses, as the focus of future interface development. In 2010 Sony filed a patent application for biometric controls (designed to measure electro-muscular data, electrocardio data, and galvanic skin resistance). Microsoft has developed plans for a "Joule” heart-rate monitor for the Kinect Play...
Fit, and Nintendo are developing a “vitality sensor” to measure pulse response. In addition there is growing interest in brain computer interfaces (BCI) as illustrated by the instigation of an annual NeuroGaming Conference and the development of technologies such as Foc-Us² a headset for gamers, which delivers transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (tDCS) with the aim of increasing brain plasticity to improve game play performance, and “MUSE”,³ a brain-sensing (EEG)⁴ headband designed to allow some degree of brain control, which has been developed with a wide range of applications in mind – including gaming.

The introduction of biometric interfaces and sensors of this type represents a significant departure from body motion detection systems, heralding a future in which complex physiological data, such as skin response, heart rate, respiration, brain response and so on, might be captured and used to manipulate and customize interactive game-play for the user. Such biosensors would create a feedback loop, constantly measuring physiological data induced by game-play and using this data to trigger further physiological and emotional responses.

If the games industry is tottering on the brink of a new chapter in its development, one in which the voluntary and involuntary physiological responses of players become the primary focus of interface development, it stands to reason that the industry will also require a good understanding of physiological responses induced by game-play. This would prove to be quite a challenge. The gaming experience is made up of many interacting elements, each potentially capable of inducing some sort of physiological response, either as individual elements or working in conjunction with one another. However there is one element which game developers would recognize as of particular significance for
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its potential to manipulate players’ responses, and that is audio (music and sound).

Recent years have seen a significant number of scientific studies exploring the responses of test subjects to different types of music and sound. The scope of these studies extends beyond the parameters outlined so far, but clearly studies of this kind provide a valuable and continually growing referential resource for anyone seeking to explore the connection between music, sound, and measurable physiological data. However, in order to tailor such data to the needs of the games industry it would be necessary to focus on responses to those musical characteristics most commonly associated with particular game genres. This at least would provide game developers with some tentative predictive outcomes when designing prototype biosensor interface systems.

Of all the games available to date, horror genre games are perhaps the most likely to induce the strongest and most visceral physiological responses. In a series of scientific tests\(^5\) designed to measure physiological responses to various fear inducing games, *Dead Space 2* was found to trigger, “multiple types of fear response”.\(^6\) The game proved to be, “universally frightening” regardless of the participants’ previous gaming experience. Clearly, *all* the elements of the game work in synergy to induce responses of this kind, but it is undeniable that the game’s use of avant-garde, aleatory music plays a significant role, triggering and sustaining fear responses. Jason Graves, the composer of the music for the *Dead Space* franchise, describes the music for the games as, “non-musical”.\(^7\) There are a number of reasons why this description appears to fit: minimal thematic material features in either of the *Dead Space* games;\(^8\) the aleatory approach results in a lack
of recognizable patterns or predictable events, creating a persistently dissonant and experimental sound world of constantly shifting textural layers and unexpected, randomized “stingers”, all responding in real-time to interactive game-play.

In order to discover possible musical triggers for the types of fear responses recorded in the Dead Space study, it is necessary to review the scientific evidence linking music to negative physiological responses. This information might then be applied within the context of wider games development; anticipating likely physiological responses, predicting and measuring biosensor data and then applying this within real-time game-play.

This article presents some of the scientific findings linking specific negative physiological responses to musical stimuli and seeks to contextualize these results in a preliminary overview of some of the complications presented by the scientific literature currently available. There follows an exploration of the potential challenges faced by those in the games industry tasked with utilizing such physiological responses in the creation of entertaining, biosensor-enhanced gaming experiences. The discussion concludes by suggesting possible benefits of music-related biosensor developments in wider fields.

**Reviewing the Scientific Data – A Cautionary Introduction**

When reviewing the expansive body of scientific literature currently available, it quickly becomes apparent that there is much we still do not understand regarding the complex interplay between physiological and emotional responses such as fear, particularly within the wider context of everyday-life. Results can be highly
inconsistent and contradictory, so at best the literature shows possible trends, generally within controlled conditions. In addition, where connections between physiological and emotional responses are found, it can be difficult to determine which comes first, since physiological responses can be the product of, and trigger for subjective emotional feelings - a process known as “peripheral feedback”. For these reasons it can be difficult inferring emotional meaning from physiological responses.

The literature also raises questions about the nature of emotions, whether perceived or felt, and the language or terminology used to describe them. Emotive words such as fear, anger, anxiety and so on, lack scientific precision and clear differentiation, and cannot be universally applied across studies involving animals as well as humans – at least not without resorting to anthropomorphism. For this reason, physiological and emotional responses are often described in terms of defensive and appetitive motivational systems. Responses to negative emotions in particular are frequently linked to survival and defence mechanisms – those activated in the presence of a threat.

This potentially raises problems when exploring negative physiological responses to musical stimuli, since music presents no survival threat, however fearful our perception of it might be. Questions inevitably follow regarding the nature of music-induced “emotional” responses. It might be logical to question whether or not emotions reported by participants when listening to “fearful” music represent genuine feelings and experiences of fear, or only the perception of the music itself as fearful or scary.
Nevertheless the scientific literature does show a connection between measurable physiological responses associated with emotional processing, or appetitive and defensive systems, and musical stimuli. However comparative reviews of the resulting data present a number of challenges. For example, in the case of studies exploring musically-induced fear responses, one of the primary triggers for negative physiological responses, of the kind normally associated with unpleasantness, aversion, fear and so on, is dissonance. However, determinations of dissonance, as exemplified in scientific studies, differ significantly. Types of musical stimuli used to test responses to dissonance vary considerably, from consonant excerpts with a few dissonant elements, or processed excerpts in which the melody lines have been transposed against unaltered accompaniments through to music specifically composed to be atonal and dissonant throughout. In addition stimuli durations also vary significantly from study to study. These differences of approach have a direct bearing on the results reported in these studies and make it difficult to evaluate the data in general terms.

For example, in the case of pitch-manipulated extracts, the unaltered musical features hallmark the stimuli with the stylistic fingerprints of tonal music, creating expectations which are constantly frustrated by artificially created dissonances. In such cases it becomes difficult to determine whether or not the physiological responses reported are triggered by dissonance alone, when in fact they might be the product of perceived musical error, or frustrated expectations. Musical examples such as these identify themselves as abnormal or unnatural and therefore are potentially problematic when used as isolated examples of
dissonance. Interestingly those utilising musical stimuli of this type appear not to recognize this issue, as can be seen in statements such as this,

Importantly, consonant and dissonant versions of each piece were, thus, identical in their dynamic outline, their rhythmic structure and tempo, and their melodic contour. Consequently, it is not possible that any of these stimulus properties contribute to differences in autonomic and neural effects between consonant and dissonant pieces.\textsuperscript{15}

Another potential problem encountered when reviewing biofeedback literature is that although the musical features of the music vary considerably, in some cases researchers fail to provide sufficiently detailed information regarding the musical stimuli used, simply describing the music in terms of classifications such as arousal and valence,\textsuperscript{16} or providing the title of a work and its composer without detailing the specific extracts used.\textsuperscript{17} This lack of musical clarity and precision can undermine the potential to differentiate between the musical features or elements responsible for inducing specific physiological responses.

For this reason the following biofeedback literature review is structured according to response type\textsuperscript{18} rather than being organized according to specific musical features. Where appropriate endnotes identify details of the musical stimuli used in order to clarify references to terms used in the studies reviewed – such as dissonance.

**Brain Response**

There are many scientific studies exploring the complex responses of the brain and its interactions with other body mechanisms - within the context of emotional processing and responses to musical stimuli. These studies identify a number of structures and regions within the brain, which are important in terms of
appetitive and defensive responses. The amygdala\textsuperscript{19} in particular emerges as critical to emotional processing, experiences of fear, as well as to fear and defense conditioning in response to external stimuli. In addition, responses to fearful stimuli implicate the amygdala in other bodily responses (endocrine, autonomic and behavioural),\textsuperscript{20} such that “Threats . . . not only elicit specific defense responses but also initiate generalized arousal”\textsuperscript{21}

A number of music-based studies have served to extend such investigations, utilizing dissonant musical stimuli as a means of investigating the response of the amygdala and other brain structures to unpleasant, aversive or fearful music – founded on the basis of a growing and substantive body of evidence suggesting that dissonance elicits unpleasant judgements in normal listeners\textsuperscript{22} For example, one FMRI study\textsuperscript{23} found that dissonant music stimulated increases in blood oxygen levels in the amygdala, the hippocampus,\textsuperscript{24} the parahippocampal gyrus\textsuperscript{25} and the temporal poles:\textsuperscript{26} interestingly the very regions, which showed strong decreases in blood oxygen levels in response to pleasant music (these observations are paralleled in other studies).\textsuperscript{27}

Evidence such as this has been corroborated by research testing the response of patients following surgery or damage to the brain. For example, it has been found that bilateral damage to the amygdala, impairs the perception of fear, facial expressions and unpleasant emotions. Significantly it also impairs the recognition of fearful music.\textsuperscript{28}

Similarly damage to the parahippocampal cortex\textsuperscript{29} (or PHC) has also been found to affect the perception and evaluation of dissonance. One study found that patients with larger excisions of the PHC appear to show increased indifference to dissonance.\textsuperscript{30} The authors of the study also implicate the parahippocampal gyrus
(or PHG) in the avoidance of aversive stimuli. So what emerges from the study is a picture in which the amygdala and the PHC evaluate stimuli as aversive whilst the PHG is then engaged to protect by seeking to avoid aversive stimuli.

Interesting though such results might be, it is unlikely that commercial gaming biosensors, with the capacity to measure direct responses in the amygdala or hippocampus, will appear any time soon. Even if such gaming biosensors did exist, biometric data generated in response to dissonant music might not indicate a fear response, as Koelsch points out,

. . . activity changes observed in the amygdala and the hippocampus during the presentation of unpleasant (or threatening) stimuli is not necessarily a result of the generation of fear (or other unpleasant emotions) but could well reflect inhibitory processes activated to prevent the hippocampus from traumatization during exposure to potentially harmful stimuli.31

In other words, some of these responses might simply be the result of self-protection mechanisms at work within the brain. Nevertheless, the activation of defensive mechanisms in response to threat detection might well act as a prompt to associated emotional processing.

If the responses of brain structures such as the amygdala and hippocampus cannot currently be accessed directly in commercial gaming contexts, how might brain response be captured? Given recent technological developments32 it seems likely that the games industry will initially focus its energies on monitoring electrical activity in the brain (EEG measurements). Commercially available EEG devices already use such data (detecting alpha and beta waves) to indicate different states such as relaxation and concentration.

However, to capitalize on EEG developments in gaming, it is likely that the industry would wish to extend the interpretive scope of such physiological data
beyond simply detecting levels of concentration or relaxation. A significant number of studies have used EEG data as a measure of emotional and physiological response and these could serve as a springboard to more specific game related research in future.

In one particularly interesting music-based study, researchers explored EEG and fMRI data in conjunction with subjective emotional evaluations in response to music taken from the atonal and athematic score for the film *Danton* (1983), composed by Jean Prodromidès. In contrast to musical stimuli used in many other studies as a stimulant to fear, this music was *specifically* composed to underscore dark and emotive onscreen events, and belongs to a sound world more closely aligned with horror genre games such as *Dead Space*. It is interesting therefore that the authors found that, “Activation areas involving right cortical regions were found only for unpleasant emotions”, and go on to suggest that,

> The predominance of left hemisphere activation with pleasant musical feelings and right activation with unpleasant ones is consistent with findings [35] that relate right frontal activation with negative affect and left frontal activation with positive affect.

If the right and left hemispheres activate differently in response to unpleasant and pleasant musical stimuli, and these responses can be measured via EEG, then the implications of such research could be significant in terms of gaming applications. However the study does raise questions regarding the stimuli used. For example, it is not clear which extracts of the original film score were used, which makes any analysis of *specific* musical features and associated appraisals of unpleasantness or fear, impossible. Unresolved dissonance is a general characteristic of the entire score, and based on other studies, this is a musical feature strongly linked to unpleasantness and negative emotional and
physiological responses. The authors of the study also point out that Prodromidès “breaks classical musical grammar rules”, frustrating expectations in terms of melody and harmony, so triggering “the participation of limbic and right hemisphere regions in the search for emotional comprehension”.37

However other factors might play part in the responses found: some sections of the score make extensive use of disturbing vocal textures and pitch oscillations, creating an aural evocation of tortured humanity. If the extracts were taken from passages such as these, might the responses found be due to participants’ reactions to alarming and apparently distressed voices, rather than other compositional and instrumental features?

Nevertheless, the findings of the study are of relevance because they suggest that it is possible to differentiate patterns of electrical activity in specific brain regions in response to musical stimuli designed to trigger polarized emotive responses. Clearly however there remain challenges regarding the precise characteristics of the musical stimuli used and the extent to which these can be linked to specific emotional and physiological responses. In addition, the results do not account for the additional cognitive processes involved in game play, or for the bombardment of the senses by simultaneous stimuli whilst gaming. However they do indicate avenues to explore in the development of EEG-based gaming devices.

EEG devices may represent the most likely avenue for the detection of direct brain response in game play scenarios, but what of other aspects of brain response, such as coordinating the activity of various body systems? Some studies frame the brain's emotional response within the context of survival circuits.38 In layman’s terms these survival circuits might be described in terms of thriving and
surviving - with circuits involved in defense, energy maintenance, fluid balance, nutrition supplies, thermoregulation and reproduction, to name a few. These circuits coordinate the body’s integrated systems and behavioral interactions with the environment.

For example, if the specialized defense circuits of the amygdala detect a threat, a number of consequences follow: “hard-wired” behavioral reactions occur; relevant goal-directed actions are learned and performed (or stimulus response habits activated); and arousal responses are triggered in the central nervous system (CNS), the autonomic nervous system (ANS), and endocrine system. The result is a heightened state characterized by increased attention and sensitivity to stimuli, linked to associated functions of learning, memory formation and retrieval. This in turn creates a feedback loop, which continues to drive the survival circuits.

Given the connection between survival circuits in the brain and generalized arousal in the body, it would seem logical to deduct that physiological responses, such as those of the autonomic nervous system, might be exploited by the games industry as indirect indicators and triggers of brain response. Generalized arousal responses have also been linked to a number of theories of emotional processing, potentially presenting the games industry with indicators of emotion as well. A number of these theories of emotion present the autonomic nervous system as a major component of emotional response, appearing to confirm the potential of ANS response biosensors as possible indicators of emotion.

The road to a full scientific understanding of the complex neural systems of the human brain and its response to music and emotion still stretches out a long way
before us. Undoubtedly there is evidence to support the association found between dissonant musical stimuli and unpleasant, negative, and potentially aversive responses. Accessing associated brain responses directly however presents very real challenges of understanding, as well as practical and technical implementation. In terms of direct access to brain activity, EEG-based devices offer the most feasible future pathway, but the responses of the autonomic nervous system, such as heart rate and skin conductance, potentially offer less difficult terrain to explore.

**Heart Rate and Skin Conductance**

A number of studies confirm that listening to music has an effect on the ANS. If the ANS is a component of emotional processing as has already been suggested, then it is logical to deduct that these physiological responses might be indicative of music-induced emotions. Whether or not it would be possible to differentiate specific emotions such as fear, based on distinct “autonomic signatures”, is a more controversial matter.

Sylvia Kreibig’s detailed review of literature exploring ANS activity and emotion, notes that many studies report increases in heart rate and skin conductance in response to fearful stimuli, indicating heightened arousal. Other studies report similar results. However, when reviewing music-based studies notable exceptions soon become very apparent. A significant number of these show that heart rate **decelerates** significantly in response to unpleasant, dissonant musical stimuli. In addition skin conductance tends to heighten as levels of dissonance increase. (Interestingly the same results have been reported in
response to negative, emotional films, pictures and sounds. Some have tried to explain these results, but they do appear to be counterintuitive.

Heart rate accelerations (tachycardia) and decelerations (bradycardia) appear to be triggered by a number of musical characteristics such as rhythm, texture and dynamics. Some studies have sought to analyse these relationships more closely, attempting to identify specific psychoacoustic features linked to particular levels of arousal, valence, and emotional states.

One particularly interesting study by Eduardo Coutinho and Angelo Cangelosi selected six psychoacoustic features (loudness, pitch level, pitch contour, tempo, texture, and sharpness), and used these to create a predictive computer model of emotional response – based on arousal and valence. They found heart rate changes linked to specific sound features, such as increasing loudness - indicating higher arousal. Heightened arousal was also associated with higher pitch, faster tempi and sharper sounds. Valence correlated with tempo and pitch levels.

It is difficult rationalizing some of these results with the findings of other studies showing heart rate deceleration in response to fearful musical stimuli, since some of the features identified with heightened arousal are also associated with horror genre music. Clearly other factors are also at work.

For example, a study by Bradley and Lang suggest that the presence of pleasant and unpleasant sounds has an impact on heart rate fluctuations. They found that, . . . heart rate deceleration was significantly greater when listening to highly arousing unpleasant sounds . . . than when listening to unpleasant sounds that were rated lower in arousal . . . For unpleasant arousing sounds, the largest heart rate decelerations were obtained for a male scream . . . a female scream . . . and sounds of attack.

Given that non-musical sounds often feature in horror genre music, there is certainly scope to activate heart rate decelerations associated with highly
arousing and unpleasant sounds. It is also likely that the wider sonic context of horror games would also be a contributing factor in this regard, providing disturbing and fearful sound effects with the potential to intensify any negative physiological impacts triggered by the music.

Interestingly however there is also evidence suggesting that unpleasant aural stimuli might prime people to be startled and intensify the effect when it occurs. One study which measured the magnitude of startle response by measuring blink reflex, found that, “larger blinks elicited to visual startle probes when listening to unpleasant compared with pleasant sounds . . . [and] . . . blink reflexes were faster when listening to emotionally evocative sound”. These reactions were accompanied by greater activity of the facial muscle associated with frowning (corrugators supercilli). Another intriguing finding of this report was that high arousal sounds triggered a strong memory response. So it would appear that unpleasant aural stimuli can act as a primer for fear (intensifying and speeding up reactions) ensuring that once experienced, the fear is not forgotten.

Significantly however, the startle reflex is characterized by an increase in heart rate. Music written for “stingers” (sudden onset cues or “hits” designed to surprise) plays to the “startle reflex”, so given the frequent use of stingers in horror genre music, one might expect to see significant heart rate acceleration. Within the context of horror music this is not the case. One intriguing study found that, “suspenseful [horror] music works as a mild pre-pulse and therefore limits the effectiveness of a startle that follows it”, effectively making the stinger moments less scary. Ironically it is the fearful horror context, which inhibits cardiac acceleration.
Another factor influencing heart rate fluctuations appears to be the subjects’ familiarity with, or knowledge of music, as reported in a study by J.E. and H.F. Landreth,

Heart rate response appears to be linked with the presence or absence of learning and repetitive exposure to music... Results of this study demonstrate that physiological responses of the listener can be affected by his increased knowledge and understanding of a musical score.\(^{59}\)

Findings such as this might be of particular significance in relation to repeated videogame-play; indicating that over time, physiological responses to games potentially change as players become increasingly familiarized with musical stimuli and learn what to expect. In addition, if players are already familiar with the musical sound world of particular games due to wider listening or educational experiences, then their physiological responses might be very different from those of players who are less familiar with those musical genres. Familiarity is linked to expectation to some degree; if we are familiar with something and have knowledge of it, we know what to expect, which in turn affects physiological response. Conversely the same applies with regards to the unfamiliar and unexpected.

It is thought that significant and novel stimuli trigger orienting responses, engaging motivational circuits and prompting the disposition to act. Some physiological responses are considered to be “indices of orienting and attention”, governed by appetitive and defensive neural motivational systems.\(^{60}\) Significant stimuli might be defined in terms of pleasure and arousal, suggesting links with motivational systems associated with emotional processing and also task-relevant contexts. Novel stimuli tend to be linked to danger and the engagement of defense...
systems. The degree of threat, arousal, and novelty presented by the stimulus, modulates resulting responses.

It might be logical to assume therefore that novel stimuli might trigger cardiac acceleration, however the reverse is true. Significant cardiac deceleration occurs in response to novel stimuli, particularly in the case of aversive and unpleasant cues – indicating enhanced sensory intake and orienting. Skin conductance changes are also heightened in response to novel stimuli.

Studies suggesting that sudden musical changes induce cardiac deceleration appear to be consistent with orienting responses to novel stimuli. For example, one study found that, “musical segments with eminent changes in rhythm, texture, and dynamics produced bradycardia in the experimental subjects.” Perhaps indicating that sudden juxtaposed contrasts trigger orienting responses associated with novel stimuli. The music of Dead Space and other horror genre games and films is often characterized by dramatic and unpredictable musical changes and unexpected sonic events. On this basis, orienting responses to novel stimuli might be tentatively proposed as one factor in the connection between fearful musical stimuli and cardiac deceleration.

However, orienting responses to novel stimuli are fairly short-lived. Physiological changes are most noticeable in the first few seconds following the stimuli presentation. In addition, repeated exposure to the stimuli presented appears to lessen the orienting response (heart rate habituates fairly rapidly; skin conductance habituates more slowly). This raises questions regarding the ways in which physiological responses change over time, particularly with regard to fearful musical stimuli, and confirms the significance of familiarity as an influencing factor in physiological response. Whether or not prolonged, or
repeated exposure to horror genre music would result in similar habituation, particularly within the context of dynamic mixing, would be a matter of some significance in biometric gaming applications.

The connection between orienting responses and novel stimuli only explains relatively momentary physiological changes such as cardiac deceleration and heightened skin conductance. If there is a link between orienting responses and “eminent” musical changes, such a link would not explain the findings of studies showing more prolonged examples of lowered heart rate or increased skin conductance in response to fearful music.

There are, however, a number of studies, which appear to indicate connections between fearful anticipation and suspense, or increasing unpleasantness over time, and cardiac deceleration and increased skin conductance. One particularly interesting film-based study demonstrated that skin conductance increased during longer periods of anticipation, leading up to an unpleasant accident scene. The results indicated that suspense was more disturbing than surprise. This finding is consistent with other research indicating that physiological responses increase over time. For example, one study reported, “a significant correlation showing that . . . heart rate deceleration increased linearly with increasing unpleasantness”. In a review article Koelsch reports that,

The strongest physiological effects for each emotion type generally tended to increase over time, suggesting that the intensity of an emotional experience is likely to increase over time during the perception of a musical excerpt.

If, as the evidence indicates, long periods of anticipation induce significant physiological stress reactions and emotional intensity increases over time, these
findings would appear to contradict the opinion expressed by Theodor Adorno and Hanns Eisler in relation to suspenseful anticipatory cues,

If the screen shows a peaceful country house while the music produces familiar sinister sounds, the spectator knows at once that something terrible is about to happen, and thus the musical accompaniment both intensifies the suspense and nullifies it by betraying the sequel.68

In one sense this is true, the music does, “let the cat (or, in the case of horror, monster) out of the bag”, but the physiological evidence suggests that knowing the monster is going to be let out of the bag and anticipating or imagining what might happen, can be far more stressful than being faced with the surprise of it jumping out suddenly. In one sense however Adorno and Eisler were right: since if the “sequel” were to be accompanied by a “stinger” monster cue, the suspenseful horror genre music would nullify the physiological impact of the resulting startle reflex.69

Discussions regarding the respective physiological effects of suspense versus surprise pivot around the concept of “expectation”. Scientific literature points to a number of musical characteristics governing expectancy, such as, “melodic interval size . . . melodic contour . . . rhythmic features . . . and tonal and harmonic structures”.70 Harmonic violations appear to have attracted the greatest share of research attention. For example, in drawing together the findings of a number of research studies, Stefan Koelsch asserts that,

unexpected chords . . . violate the sensory expectancies of listeners . . . the violation of musical expectancies has been regarded as an important aspect of generating emotions when listening to music . . . Moreover, the perception of irregular chord functions has been shown to lead to an increase of perceived tension . . . and the perception of tension has been linked to emotional experience during music listening.71
These findings are shared by another report, also published in 2005, which states, “It can be argued that . . . [harmonic] violations lead to an increase in physiological ‘arousal,’ which in turn leads to a heightened emotional experience of the musical pieces.” Further the authors suggest that there is, “compelling support for the idea that suspensions of musical expectations are an important pathway to generating emotions in the listener”.72

One study which attempted to explain the connection between frustrated harmonic expectation and physiological responses suggested that, “the number of perceived pitches common to successive chords might be one factor governing musical tension: the weaker the pitch commonality values, the greater the perceived tension”. Further, the authors surmised that “horizontal motion” might also be significant, indicating that, “the larger the melodic interval in each voice, the greater the perceived tension”.73

The power of unexpected musical or sonic events of any kind (whether harmonic or not) to trigger physiological responses is consistent with studies linking musical characteristics to fear vocalisations. For example, with reference to a study by Arne Öhman,74 Klaus Scherer suggests that,

... musical stimuli sharing the acoustic characteristics of ... fear vocalisations (sudden onset, high pitch, wide range, strong energy in the high frequency range) may be appraised by ... extremely powerful detection systems and may provoke ... physiological defence responses.75

Whatever the basis for our physiological responses to unexpected musical events, to suspense and dissonance, or to any other musical or sonic characteristics for that matter, one fact emerges unequivocally from the evidence, namely the physicality of our response to aural stimuli, whether in the brain or the body. More specifically, research indicates that musical or sonic
characteristics commonly associated with musical portrayals of fear, horror, evil and so on (in the popular media), such as unresolved dissonance and those already outlined, tend to induce responses more normally associated with unpleasant or stressful stimuli. The evidence also stresses the importance of the wider extra-musical context in determining physiological responses: for example, the sonic context (the affect of unpleasant, non-musical sounds); the visual context (the affect of visual stimuli such as film); the personal context (the familiarity of the subject to the stimuli). Whether or not such associations are biologically predetermined or acquired, as a product of social and cultural conditioning, is difficult to ascertain.

Nature or Nurture?

Scientific data throws some light on this question but it is not unequivocal. A number of studies have shown that young infants show a marked preference for consonant as opposed to dissonant music. A 2002 study reported that babies as young as two months old exhibit a preference for consonance. The results confirmed the outcomes of an earlier study by Trainor and Heinmiller exploring the development of evaluative responses to music, which had found that infants aged four to six months preferred to listen to consonance as opposed to dissonance. Research by Zentner and Kagan, examining infants’ perception of consonance and dissonance in music, further supported these findings. The Trainor and Heinmiller study reports that,

... although infants do not yet have the musical-system-specific knowledge of scale structure that is involved in adults’ emotional reactions to music, infants are similar to adults in their evaluative reactions to consonance and dissonance.
The authors state that infants can also, “discriminate consonant from dissonant intervals” and cite a number of articles to support this. Further they suggest that,

Because 6-month-old infants do not yet have knowledge of musical scale structure . . . emotional reactions to music cannot arise in an identical manner in infants and adults . . . Thus it is particularly interesting for the study of the origins of emotional responses to music that infants show similar affective reactions to those of adults to consonance and dissonance. It indicates first of all that infants have affective responses to an aspect of musical pitch structure early in life. It also indicates that the consonance/ dissonance dimension is very basic to musical processing.

If this is indeed the case can we feel confident asserting that responses to dissonance are innate and not learned? Not according to the authors of the study, who write,

It remains an open question whether 6-month-old infants’ preference for consonance is a direct consequence of auditory system structure or whether it is learned early in life through exposure to sounds in the natural environment.

If a preference for consonance is not innate but learned, the onset of the learning process is occurring remarkably early and is taking root very quickly. Innate or learned, there is no denying that, “consonance is highly salient to infants”. Might the speed of the learning process be linked to an innate or learned association between dissonance and fear or danger? Unfortunately the “learned versus innate” debate also applies to associations linking dissonance to fear or danger. If learned it has been suggested that the learning process occurs from an early age, “rooted in the infant’s response to the mother’s voice expressing disapproval.” In a review of studies relating to vocal expression and musical performance, Juslin and Laukka similarly suggest that music perceived as scary may mimic characteristics associated with vocal responses to danger. However this
association is acquired in children, it is a fact that, “the perception of danger links music with biologically important functions”.87

Whether pre-programmed into the fabric of brains and bodies or acquired rapidly during early development, associations between perceived danger and physiological response can be difficult to disconnect in adulthood, influencing not only our perception of danger but also our perception of other people. For example, a recent psychology study found that thriller music tended to inhibit audience identification with onscreen characters, making them appear less likeable and their thoughts more uncertain. The music discouraged empathy and identification, encouraging viewers to distance themselves from the potential danger of unreadable and unpredictable people; effectively ostracising them as “other”.88

Viewed collectively the scientific evidence shows that from the earliest age music can stimulate a range of different physiological responses, which in turn have the power to influence perception and associated behaviour. More specifically, the evidence indicates strong connections between musical characteristics commonly associated with depictions of fear and horror, such as those found in the Dead Space franchise, and negative physiological responses more normally associated with fear, stress, unpleasantness and aversion. The commercial success of the Dead Space games indicates that the ability to induce real fear, as evidenced by corresponding physiological responses exhibited during game-play, might carry a significant financial incentive. However might we not assume that the generation of any strong physiological responses, whether positive or negative, could potentially indicate likely commercial success and healthy sales? This study has focused on negative physiological responses, but for
every piece of scientific data revealing the links between music and negative physiological responses, there is other data showing the potential of music to trigger positive physiological responses. Games designed to exploit these responses might well create such positive, “feel good” experiences that they translate into further sales. Against this backdrop, the development of biosensor interfaces appears to make commercial sense for the games industry, whilst also offering the potential to create more exciting and responsive gaming experiences as well. However, the scientific research also points to a number of problems for game developers seeking to capture and exploit physiological data of this type.

The Challenges

Perhaps one of the most significant challenges facing game developers is the acquisition of a comprehensive understanding of the ways in which the body and brain respond to different types of music and sound. Significant strides have been made by the scientific community in recent years with regards to understanding our responses to music and sound, but this field of scientific endeavor still presents many unanswered questions. Difficulties of understanding are further compounded by the fact that game-play itself is not simply a passive experience in which one listens to music in isolation; the music, as in film, performs dramatic functions relating to visual stimuli and narrative contexts, which in turn also trigger physiological responses. Unlike film, these experiences then influence the players’ interaction with the game, further affecting their responses. Scientific data relating to music alone, or even music and film, although potentially informative, would not fully address the complexity of the active gaming experience. The development of games utilizing biosensor data to create an
interactive feedback loop, measuring physiological responses and then adapting game-play to affect those responses even more, would further compound the challenges for those seeking to understand the relationship between music, sound and physiological responses within the context of game-play. It could be argued that without an adequate understanding of these complex relationships, and with many questions still waiting to be addressed by the scientific community, the potential of biosensors to enhance the gaming experience could be compromised, and in worst-case scenarios, poorly implemented biosensor data might even detract from the gaming experience.

Even if the games industry honed their approach and focused on developing biosensor systems utilizing biofeedback data from one type of physiological response only, such as heart rate, problems would still remain. For example, the challenge of isolating reliable, individual physiological responses on the basis of biofeedback literature examining multiple responses and interactions between variables of response, general patterns and trends would be significant. It is unlikely that individual bio-signals could be read as reliable or universal emotional indicators, particularly within the real-time context of interactive game play.

In the case of skin conductance response for example, individuals can have very different levels of response. Some people (labelled as labiles) exhibit significant responses even when at rest, others (stabiles) have skin responses with very little variation when at rest. It is thought that such variations in baseline response might be linked to personality type. Whatever the underlying causes might be, the
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evidence points to significant variations in individual response; in other words, it is not simply a case of “one shoe fits all”.

Should questions of reliability of response be successfully addressed, other challenges would still remain. For example, a simple biosensor designed to measure heart rate alone, might detect a drop in heart rate during a particularly frightening sequence of game-play, in response to disturbing music, sound and graphics. Unless the game developer is aware that this response potentially indicates a negative, stress response, the data might be interpreted within the programming of the game as an indicator of falling tension. The misinterpretation of this data could potentially result in inappropriate adaptations within the game. Understanding therefore has a direct bearing on successful data integration and implementation, as well as biosensor design and development.

If individual physiological responses can be unreliable and misunderstood, it might be logical to assume that the development of interfaces with multiple sensors, perhaps measuring skin conductance, and even brain response, as well as heart rate, might provide greater clarity in terms of overall response. Utilizing comprehensive arrays of physiological measures to detect patterns of response and associated variables is an approach advocated by many scientific studies.\textsuperscript{89} For example, in the gaming scenario described above, heightened skin conductance might provide a more reliable and less unexpected measure of physiological response, which might help to contextualize heart rate data. However, the development of multiple biosensor systems would not be without challenges: data from different sensors might appear to be contradictory, creating complications of interpretation and integration; processing complex data streams
and successfully implementing them within the interactive environment of *real-time* game-play would be technically and creatively challenging; finally, designing *practical* multi-sensor systems for home use, which would be capable of measuring the complexities of brain response, would be difficult.

For composers of music for games, systems such as these, requiring some understanding of the musical triggers responsible for specific physiological responses, accompanied by a grasp of the ways in which these responses might be musically manipulated, represents a significant challenge. As it stands composers already face challenges in terms of creating music suitable for use in the interactive environment of game play and dynamic real-time mixes. In addition, their levels of involvement in the integration process vary significantly, potentially creating further complications.

In a new dawn of biosensor interfaces, few composers would be aware of findings in scientific literature linking specific musical or sound-based stimuli to physiological responses; even if they had the inclination to explore such literature it is unlikely that they would have the time to do so, particularly given current commercial production schedules. Most composers would base their musical depictions of particular emotions or dramatic situations on simple “gut feelings” about what would be most musically appropriate. It might well be that these “gut feelings” result in music which stimulates the hoped for physiological responses, but then again, it might not.

In an ideal scenario, it might be desirable to be able to predict the physiological responses for individual musical cues, whether experienced individually or layered together in a dynamic mix with other randomized musical or sound based
elements. Once the resulting data is received and processed, musical adaptations might occur to manipulate these responses in known ways. Whether or not this scenario is achievable hinges on a number of factors: levels of understanding regarding the relationship between music and physiological responses, or the accuracy of the “gut feeling” approach as a trigger for predictable responses; the potential of music to be truly adaptive in response to complex and continually changing real-time data streams; finally, that the technical and creative challenges relating to integration are addressed.

It might well be that efforts to answer challenges such as these results in a move towards algorithmic composition in which pre-composed music is discarded in favor of music generated and adapted in real-time in response to continual data feedback, based on known relationships between specific musical or sound based stimuli and physiological responses. Given that pre-composed music cannot be truly adaptive, this outcome might appear to offer a solution. However, substituting the role of the composer for a set of algorithms (based on scientific data) is unlikely to produce the most satisfactory musical results, regardless of the physiological responses induced.

Alternatively, composers might work to guidelines set in place by game developers; guidelines based on scientific evidence linking specific musical triggers to associated physiological responses. A different approach might be to develop predictive computer models of physiological and emotional response, based on scientific data showing generalized patterns and trends – those most likely to be triggered by specific music elements or sound-based characteristics. Such models might then be integrated alongside existing industry middleware.
tools,\textsuperscript{90} providing composers and sound designers with predictive data, which in turn might guide their creative work towards the achievement of specific and anticipated physiological responses. It might also be possible for the industry to release gaming products with adaptable and intelligent predictive gaming models, which incorporate some degree of customization - such that generalized data would eventually give way to the unique response profile of individual gamers.

The development of predictive computer models\textsuperscript{91} such as those created in the studies by Coutinho, Cangelosi\textsuperscript{92} and Dibben\textsuperscript{93} possibly suggest a way forward for the games industry, particularly given the surprising levels of accuracy shown. If as the authors conclude, a “significant part of the listeners’ reported emotions can be predicted from a set of six psychoacoustic features”,\textsuperscript{94} then it is not difficult to see the potential for predictive models in biometric gaming.

Putting aside the obvious difficulties involved in creating fully comprehensive predictive models or guidelines, it is unlikely that composers would welcome anything that might constrain their creative approach. Even if computer models and guidelines such as this were instigated and standardized across the industry it is likely that strikingly similar musical characteristics would be shared across musical depictions of similar dramatic or emotional contexts. The danger of standardization in this context would be predictability and familiarity; gamers would become acclimatized to such musical manipulations, and their potency as triggers for physiological responses would be diluted. It is also unlikely that the games industry would wish to introduce creative guidelines which could result in “samey” musical outputs. The current lack of standardization within the games
industry, and a desire to produce games exhibiting originality and innovation, potentially predetermines against the adoption of such an approach.

Even if satisfactory musical solutions could be found, challenges and questions would still remain. For example, if biosensor data becomes the focus of interactivity in games, such that the involuntary physiological and subconscious responses of players govern the dynamic and adaptive changes occurring during game-play, might players’ begin to lose their sense of conscious and voluntary control when gaming?

Perhaps game developers might preserve the players’ sensation of control against an adaptive game environment which responds to changing physiological data, by creating a hierarchical prioritization structure within the programming of the game, such that voluntary responses take precedence when multiple interactive data streams are detected. Whatever the potential solutions to this challenge might be, other significant questions would still need to be addressed.

For example, evidence already outlined shows that familiarity with musical stimuli results in changes to physiological response, such as heart rate. Familiarity, repetition and predictability are already problematic issues for game developers seeking to create games capable of sustaining the interest of players for many hours. The fact that physiological responses change as players become familiarized with game elements, such as music and sound, adds a further layer of complication when developing games relying on biosensor data of this sort.

In addition, familiarity with certain musical and sound-based stimuli might not be acquired as a result of gaming alone. For example, when playing *Dead Space,*
and encountering its music for the first time, the physiological responses of someone with a penchant for avant-garde music (in its less approachable forms) would probably differ from those of someone who is completely unfamiliar with music of this type. Any assumptions that game developers make regarding likely physiological responses might be undermined by exceptions such as this, potentially creating gaming experiences that are not satisfactory for all.

This raises the question of standardization; something which already presents a challenge to the games industry. Physiological responses are not standardized or universal for all. At most, scientific studies reveal general patterns, indicating likely types of response and associated parameters, which might be described as “normal” or within the normal range. However, other factors can result in exceptions. Familiarity has already been considered, but physical and mental health conditions might also alter physiological responses to musical stimuli, as outlined earlier in relation to brain injury patients. Variables such as these would make it very difficult for the games industry to develop standardized systems capable of universally predicting, measuring and integrating physiological responses.

There might also be additional medical and ethical issues to consider in the development of games utilizing biosensor data. For example, a biosensor detecting an increase in heart rate might trigger adaptations within the game designed to further increase the intensity of this response. If the player however, suffers from a heart condition, this outcome might carry a significant risk. The use of biosensors to measure physiological responses, and the use of this data to sustain,
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intensify, and manipulate those responses through adaptations within the game, connect the player far more directly to the gaming experience.

As technologies develop with the capability of enveloping players in gaming experiences, which feel more physical and vivid, the boundary between real experiences and virtual game experiences might become more blurred. For games carrying higher age certifications, this might be a cause of ethical concern.

It certainly seems likely that as new immersive technologies evolve alongside biometric gaming and are used in conjunction with them, the sense of being in game worlds will be heightened still further. The founder of the NeuroGaming Conference, Zach Lynch outlined this very scenario in a recent interview,

I think the answer is convergence. It’s OculusRift [95] with a Foc.us headset [96] to improve your concentration with an EEG to understand your emotional reactions, to facial tracking technology to capture pupil dilation and figure out what you’re actually looking at. All four of those combined with sound, some haptics [97] oriented headsets, in a haptics oriented chair. [98]

Exciting though such developments may appear to enthusiastic gamers, futurists and game industry insiders, it is undeniable that the convergence of such technologies only serves to magnify ethical and health concerns relating to biometric gaming, particularly with regard to higher certification games. Such ethical and health concerns cannot simply be addressed by the certification of games alone as a “catch all” means of preventing harm. At some point the industry will need to address these questions with specific reference to rapidly evolving developments in biometric and immersive gaming technologies. Otherwise, the intensification or reinforcement of physiological responses during game-play might result in undesirable psychological, physical or behavioral impacts.
The Benefits

The development of game technologies, designed to capture and react to physiological responses, clearly presents new challenges, only some of which have been outlined above. Aside from any potential difficulties or concerns presented by these new technologies, it would be wrong to suggest that future developments in this area might not result in wider benefits.

Within the context of music therapy for example, the development of user-friendly technologies, which measure physiological reactions and then respond by triggering musical events designed to prescriptively treat through the generation of positive physiological responses, might provide an additional and useful tool for music therapists.

Further health benefits might be found in the treatment of significant medical problems such as dementia. Scientific evidence already exists which proves that music elicits associations in the memory, and can act as a cue to emotional memory. Academic and scientific research exploring the potential of music as a means of treating dementia and related conditions is ongoing, but there is significant interest in developing technologies which use music as a form of prescriptive treatment, as the music adapts to particular brain responses.

Alternatively technologies such as this might be applied as a simple form of stress relief or as “pick-me-ups”, either through recreational gaming, inducing positive physiological responses, or through related, non-gaming “spin-off” products, simply designed to de-stress or lift the spirits when relaxing.

Conclusion
The games industry appears to be standing on the brink of a new phase in its development, one in which the human body itself becomes the focus of interface development. The development of biosensors designed to capture the diverse range of complex physiological responses produced by the human body is already in progress. One of the primary triggers for such responses in gaming is music and sound. Recent years have produced a growing body of scientific research, which indicates that particular types of music and sound are capable of triggering significant and measurable physiological reactions. The technical and creative challenges for games developers seeking to exploit these findings within the context of gaming are significant. However, the commercial success of games such as *Dead Space 2*, with its proven ability to trigger strong physiological responses, would indicate that the ability to trigger significant physiological responses carries a certain financial incentive. Motivated by the potential to outstrip competitors in a crowded marketplace through new developments in gaming and associated hardware, it seems likely that these challenges will be addressed to some degree.

In the case of games designed to induce negative physiological responses, the successful achievement of these goals potentially raises some legitimate concerns relating to health, ethics, and even behavior. However it is also true that in its quest to create the ultimate gaming experience, the games industry might develop technologies with the potential to unlock the therapeutic power of music through adapted applications in music therapy, medicine and the home. If so, this next phase of development in the industry might offer new avenues of exploration and
related technological developments, with the potential to tap the curative benefits of music for gamers and non-gamers alike.
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